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NAVY/USMC: 
ONR adds $11M to tablet-controlled autonomous helicopter program 
The Office of Naval Research is continuing work on a program that uses tablet computers to send 
unmanned cargo helicopters on autonomous supply missions.  
ONR has awarded Aurora Flight Sciences an $11.1 million contract modification for work on the 
Autonomous Aerial Cargo I Utility System (AACUS), which uses LIDAR and electro-optical/infrared 
sensors, along with some advanced algorithms, to allow unmanned helicopters to navigate difficult 
environments such as snow, fog or sandstorms, and identify blocked landing sites. 
The Marines tested AACUS https://defensesystems.com/articles/2014/04/08/nrl-marines-tablet-
unmanned-helicopters.aspx in April 2014 at Quantico with K-MAX and MH-6 Little Bird helicopters. One 
advantage of the system is that is requires very little training—users need only use the tablet’s interface 
to select a landing spot and AACUS does the rest. If it detects a blocked landing site, it notifies the user 
to select another site. 
“With AACUS, an unmanned helicopter takes the supplies from the base, picks out the optimal route 
and best landing site closest to the warfighters, lands, and returns to base once the resupply is 
complete—all with the single touch of a handheld tablet,” Rear Adm. Matthew Klunder, chief of Naval 
Research, said at the time of those tests. 
The program was started in 2012, with the goal of enabling unmanned vertical take-off and landing 
cargo delivery to small units in situations that would pose a risk to manned cargo flights. Lockheed 
Martin also has worked on development, along with Aurora. 
The contract modification is to continue flight testing and development of AACUS across a variety of 
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What You Need To Know About Underwater Drones 
Late last month, Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus appointed Brig. Gen. Frank Kelley to become the first 
deputy assistant secretary of the Navy for unmanned systems, a position that was created in April. “The 
change to the organization is a reflection of the priority we’re placing on this emerging capability,” 
Secretary Mabus said in a speech at the Unmanned Systems Defense 2015 conference on October 27. 
Kelley will be responsible for a variety of programs ranging from the high-flying Triton surveillance drone 
to experimental projects like the Navy’s fleet of swarming patrol boat drones. The new deputy secretary 
will also be overseeing drones that plumb the depths of the oceans. The development of torpedo-like 
submarine drones, also known as unmanned undersea vehicles (UUV) or autonomous undersea vehicles 
(AUV), is a major priority for the Navy. These drones, some of which could potentially remain 
submerged for months at a time, will serve in a variety of roles including surveillance and mine-hunting. 
At the Unmanned Systems Defense 2015 conference, Secretary Mabus said that the Navy is aiming to 
launch a squadron of autonomous UUVs by 2020 that can operate independently from manned vessels. 
According to the Autonomous Undersea Vehicle Applications Center, a non-profit industry advocacy 
organization, there are 251 unique configurations of UUVs in service today, including 144 different 
vehicle platforms. That number is likely to grow in the coming years as the technology improves. Here’s 
what you need to know about UUVs: 
Submarine drones are generally classified either as remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROVs) or as 
UUVs. The former is a tethered vehicle that is piloted by crew members aboard a nearby vessel, while 
the latter is not tethered and is designed to operate largely independent of a human operator. In 1957, 
the University of Washington’s Applied Physics Laboratory developed the Special Purpose Underwater 
Research Vehicle, also known as SPURV. One of the first UUVs, the SPURV was funded by the Office of 
Naval Research and it could dive up to 10,000 feet and operate for four hours. By the time the SPURV 
program ended in 1979, other ROVs and UUVs were being developed in the United States, particularly 
for marine exploration and research. In 1985, the Argo, a remotely operated underwater vehicle, found 
the wreckage of the Titanic and, in 1989, the Bismarck, a World War II battleship. As a September 15 
article in the New York Times pointed out, due to the lower operating costs and ability to stay 
underwater for extended periods of time, UUVs remain extremely attractive option for deep sea 
researchers. 
The UUVs of Today 
Funding for the UUVs is spread across several different procurement packages and research items. In 
Fiscal Year 2016, the Department of Defense is on track to spend around $232.9 million on UUVs, a 
$86.7 million increase over FY2015. However, this figure represents dedicated UUV spending, and does 
not necessarily include funds that are within larger spending packages. For example, while a large part 
of the Navy’s research into anti-submarine warfare surveillance, a $83.4 million project, will be spent on 
developing a UUV for detecting enemy submarines, the exact amount to be spent on this aspect of the 
program is unclear. 
Conclusion 
Compared to unmanned vehicles in the air and on the ground, maritime drones are less well known. The 
impending retirement of manned vessels like minesweepers and recent geopolitical events indicate that 
that could change within the next few years. In the race to develop unmanned systems, other countries 
are pursuing UUV programs. In 2014, the Yomiuri Shimbun reported that Japan and the U.S. were 
collaborating on a 33-ft.-long UUV that would be used to help patrol areas using sonar along a pre-
programmed route. A RAND report on Chinese drones that released earlier this year found that Beijing is 
funding at least 15 different university research programs into unmanned undersea and surface vehicles 
with particular emphasis on UUV projects. A Russian news broadcast last week unintentionally 
confirmed suspicions that Russia was building a long-range UUV capable of carrying a nuclear warhead. 
Unmanned submersibles could provide decision-makers with a low-cost alternative to manned 
platforms for missions like minesweeping that are particularly dangerous or for mission that are tedious, 
like patrolling. UUVs, particularly those envisioned by DARPA, could also be a way to assert military 
presence in an area that is difficult to reach or geopolitically contentious. Like the minesweeper 
concepts, UUV platforms could be built into the capabilities of existing manned platforms like the 
Littoral Combat Ship or submarines. Alternatively, larger UUVs may be deployed from ports and conduct 
missions independent from manned ships. 
http://robohub.org/what-you-need-to-know-about-underwater-drones/ 
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Unmanned Systems: Enhancing Our Warfighting Capabilities Today and In The Future 
This is an exciting time for me to be serving as the Navy’s Director, Unmanned Warfare Systems (N99) 
partnered with Secretary Frank Kelley as the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (DASN) for 
Unmanned Systems. We were able to speak a couple of weeks ago at an event for the Association for 
Unmanned Vehicle Systems International, and I want to share with you some thoughts and information 
about our newly formed directorate we discussed at the event. 
We are living in a world that is connected more than ever with the surge of technology and rapid 
information sharing. We are also living in an increasingly dangerous world with contested regions on the 
sea, in the air, under the sea and in cyberspace. My job, drawing on fleet experience, is to see how 
unmanned systems and technology can help solve problems we face in contested regions around the 
world. How can unmanned systems help leverage the capabilities of our ships, submarines and aircraft? 
While many of you are broadly aware of unmanned capabilities today, some of you have actually 
worked with these vehicles first hand. Fire Scout and Scan Eagle have been used for several years 
supporting Operation Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom. Currently, Fire Scout is employed in 
conjunction with a manned helicopter aboard USS Fort Worth (LCS 3). This past May, USS North Dakota 
(SSN 784) deployed and recovered unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV) while operating in the 
Mediterranean Sea. 
As the resource sponsor for unmanned warfare systems, I’m charged to serve as champion for Pre-
Milestone B systems, or systems that have not begun the official start of a program in the acquisitions 
process. In simpler terms, N99 will be focused on the prototype and demonstration of unmanned 
systems in a rapid development cycle. We will work with Naval Warfare Development Centers and the 
fleets to find out where the capability gaps exist and where unmanned systems might fill those gaps and 
requirements. Next, with the DASN for unmanned systems, we will survey technologies across the 
research and development enterprise to find the right match of technology to fill those capability gaps 
identified. Our team will then prioritize these matches for prototyping and demonstration. 
This process informs our Rapid Development Plan that executes within a two-year period. Within those 
two years, we’ll also look to terminate those demonstration efforts that are not working out for the fleet 
in order to reinvest money into more promising initiatives. Through this approach, resources are 
optimized and technical risk is reduced, saving time and money. I also want to point out that unmanned 
systems directly support our Sailors, making their jobs easier, more efficient and ultimately, a more 
effective combat team. As Secretary Mabus has said, the N99 stand-up isn’t just about producing 
improvements to platforms and weapons, it’s about implementing a cultural change. As unmanned 
systems continue to come online and mature, we’re changing how we think and how we operate, so 
we’re not just reacting to the challenges we face today, but focusing creativity and initiative to ensure 
we prevail in the future. 
I’m excited to move out with Secretary Kelley with this important portfolio, and remain committed to 
developing and integrating unmanned systems into our broader warfare areas. I look forward to hearing 
the input from the fleet and seeing you out there – on the job. 
Rear Adm. Robert Girrier is Director, Unmanned Warfare Systems. (OPNAV N99) 
http://navylive.dodlive.mil/2015/11/19/unmanned-systems-enhancing-our-warfighting-
capabilities-today-and-in-the-future/ 
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Navy Unmanned Czar: ‘Autonomy Is Not a Solved Problem’ 
ARLINGTON, Va. – The Navy Department’s top civilian who oversees the development of unmanned 
systems said much work is yet to be done in developing autonomous systems and that those systems 
will not diminish the importance of people. 
“Despite the ample research that has been done, and despite the claims of some, autonomy is not a 
solved problem,” Frank L. Kelley Jr., the Navy’s first deputy assistant secretary of the Navy (DASN) for 
Unmanned Systems, said Nov. 19 before the House Armed Services emerging threats and capabilities 
subcommittee. “There is much work to be done before we can realize our vision of a fully integrated 
manned and unmanned force. Autonomy still provides a host of unique challenges. Furthermore, 
autonomy alone will not ensure a secure America. 
“We must understand the limits of autonomy and in so doing come to more fully appreciate the 
advantages of being human,” Kelley said. “This way we will be able to build an effective team 
relationship between people and autonomous systems. The development of trust within this team will 
be critical to the success of all of our missions. 
“Unmanned and autonomous systems are going to transform the future of how we operate as a Navy 
and as a military,” he said. “However, unmanned technology will not diminish the importance of our 
most fundamental asset: our people. Instead, unmanned and autonomous systems which allow us to 
exceed human limitations will be used as powerful force multipliers across our fleet,” he said. 
“Using autonomous systems in roles for which machines are best suited allows us to strategically 
employ Sailors and Marines for roles in which people are best suited. Innovations in autonomy need to 
be nurtured and introduced in a manner which will gain the trust of our Sailors and Marines and the 
public we are here to protect. Realizing the vision of a fully integrated manned and unmanned naval 
force will depend as much on significant military cultural evolution as on a technology innovation. We 
had to change the way we think to evolve the way we fight,” Kelley added. 
In September, Navy Secretary Ray Mabus established Kelley’s DASN position and also a resource sponsor 
in the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, Code N99, the latter headed by RADM Robert Girrier, “so 
that all aspects of unmanned [systems] in all domains would be coordinated and championed,” Kelley 
said. 
Kelley praised the ground-breaking research work of the Office of Naval Research and the Naval 
Research Laboratory in advancing unmanned systems technology. 
“We have a moral imperative to equip our Sailors and Marines with the best capabilities to do their 
missions,” he said. “However, we also have amoral imperative to ensure that in addition to 
technological innovation, we develop an ethical, legal and policy framework for how we will employ 
unmanned and autonomous systems. We also recognize that we have to be able to robustly defend 
against adversaries that do not play by our rules.” 
http://www.seapowermagazine.org/stories/20151119-kelley-dasn.html 
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ARMY: 
Sky Soldier's new engineer battalion integrates seamlessly  
POCEK, Slovenia (Nov. 2, 2015) -- Paratroopers, from the 173rd Airborne Brigade, were in Slovenia from 
Oct. 16 - 21 in support of Exercise Rock Proof V, a combined-arms exercise between U.S. and Slovenian 
Soldiers. 
Joining the infantrymen, from 2nd Battalion, 503rd Infantry Regiment, in their exercise were 
paratroopers, from the 54th Brigade Engineer Battalion, who integrated aviation, engineer and military 
intelligence expertise into the fight. 
For the first time in the exercise's history, unmanned aircraft systems, or UAS, and their operators 
played a part. 
"Rock Proof allowed a platoon of UAS operators from the 54th Brigade Engineering Battalion to 
demonstrate their ability to serve as a combat multiplier, both for intelligence collection as well as 
kinetic strikes," said Chief Warrant Officer 2 Anthony Blacharski, the UAS platoon leader. "The UAV 
[unmanned aerial vehicle] team, using the Shadow unmanned aerial vehicle, has the ability to provide 
continuous coverage of the battlefield for the commander." 
"It's very important for human intelligence [HUMINT] collectors to integrate with the maneuver 
battalions," said Sgt. Matthew Martinez, a HUMINT squad leader. Tactical questioning is a critical piece 
to the accomplishment of their mission." 
Overall the exercise afforded an opportunity to incorporate enablers into a combined-arms, live-fire 
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Commercial SATCOM is Needed to Hit Army’s Moving Bandwidth Target - UAS 
Lt. Gen. David Mann, chief of the Army’s Space and Missile Defense Command/Army Forces Command, 
laid out a simple and direct challenge in a recent interview with Army Times. 
“We need to come up with new capacity that has a ten-fold increase in terms of providing the 
bandwidth support to the warfighter,” he said. 
Mann added that the solution is the Wideband Global SATCOM (WGS) constellation, which numbers 
seven satellites, launched from 2007-2015. That constellation will increase to 10 with scheduled 
launches over the next four years. But even the full constellation cannot begin to meet the anticipated 
demand. 
For example, this editorial from Defense One points out that a single Global Hawk UAS can demand as 
much as 20 percent of a WGS satellite’s capacity. And the DoD currently operates over 40 Global Hawks. 
Unfortunately, Mann seems to be taking a “go it alone” perspective and ignoring how working with 
commercial providers could produce more bandwidth much faster for his escalating needs. For example, 
the DoD will be considering the way forward for next-generation wide-band communications in its 
analysis of alternatives (AOA). This AOA could look more to commercial operators to meet most, if not 
all, its future wideband satellite demand. 
Trying to go it alone will be far more difficult. Take for example the inevitability of government launch 
delays. History tells us that any number of concerns tend to push back launches, but the need for wide-
band capability readiness doesn’t match a satellite launch schedule. The need grows inexorably, while 
government launches are scarce. 
This has long been the case. The United States has fought wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, with bandwidth-
challenging, life-saving programs developed along the way. Chief among them has been Unmanned 
Aerial Systems, introduced in 2003 and evolving into the military’s most important and immediate 
generator of image and video – full-motion, 3-D and other –intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance (ISR). 
Commercial SATCOM anticipates a continuing role in helping the military meet its wide-band challenges 
and is working toward a future of increased capability, with the launch of the first in a constellation of 
Intelsat General EpicNG satellites in 2016. 
Beyond that is an understanding in Congress that the old way of purchasing bandwidth piecemeal 
through one-year contracts should be replaced with a system that acknowledges the need for long-term 
planning with the commercial industry. This would reduce costs for the military, drive the development 
of additional commercial capabilities to address government-specific requirements and offer stability for 
both parties. 
That mobile capability will be an immense challenge to current and planned WGS bandwidth, and it’s 
clear that Mann is being challenged to hit a moving target – one that could well stay ahead of capability 
far into the future. 
It’s the reason that commercial SATCOM has to be part of the bandwidth equation going forward – 
because of the nature of war. And of keeping the peace. 
http://www.intelsatgeneral.com/blog/commercial-satcom-is-needed-to-hit-armys-moving-
bandwidth-target/ 
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UAS Passes Imagery to Apache Helicopters and Ground Forces 
SAN DIEGO – 18 November 2015 – General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA‑ASI), a leading 
manufacturer of Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) systems, radars, and electro-optic and related mission 
systems solutions, today announced that a U.S. Army Gray Eagle Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) 
recently conducted manned-unmanned teaming exercises in South Korea. Exercise support was 
conducted in August 2015 from Kunsan Air Base, South Korea.   
Technologically advanced and combat proven, the MQ-1C Gray Eagle is an Army Division and Echelons 
Above Division organic asset directly controlled by Army field commanders. Its expansive mission set 
includes persistent, broad-area Reconnaissance, Surveillance, and Target Acquisition (RSTA); 
communications relay; convoy protection; Improvised Explosive Device (IED) detection; pattern of life 
analysis; and precision weapons delivery. A key force multiplier, Gray Eagle has an endurance of up to 25 
hours, an operating altitude of up to 25,000 feet, and payload capacity of over 1,000 pounds. 
http://www.ga.com/gray-eagle-conducts-manned-unmanned-teaming-in-south-korea 
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USAF: 
Major RPA Restructure Coming 
Air Force Secretary Deborah Lee James and Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Welsh will announce a major 
restructure of the remotely piloted aircraft career field's force structure and basing by "early next 
week," Air Combat Command chief Gen. Hawk Carlisle said Tuesday.  
Speaking with defense reporters in Washington, D.C., Carlisle said USAF recently wrapped up a month-
long assessment by a team of 50 people visiting RPA sites and talking to those in the career field. They 
recommended the Air Force "open up some new locations" for RPA operations because of the austerity 
at some of the facilities where RPA mission control elements are based now, especially Creech AFB, Nev.  
Additionally, Carlisle said, "We could ... move them to different parts of the world, to get different time 
slots as well," presumably so RPA operators don't have to work as much off-cycle from the locations 
where they live. Airmen in RPAs want three things, Carlisle said: time to spend with family, to go to 
schools, to have "different jobs," and to take vacation, etc.; a "strategic plan for the enterprise," 
meaning insight into where the MQ-9 Reaper mission is going and the different roles it could fill in the 
future; and to know that "we're listening to them.  
And we are." Carlisle said it's not well understood outside of the RPA community that the enterprise has 
been in "surge mode for 15 years" with no letup in expansion or demand, and it's still not clear how big 
the RPA enterprise is going to get.  
http://www.airforcemag.com/DRArchive/Pages/2015/November%202015/November%2012%2
02015/Major-RPA-Restructure-Coming.aspx 
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Garmin(R) Increases Mission Effectiveness for the U.S. Air Force RQ-4 Global Hawk 
Garmin International Inc., a unit of Garmin Ltd. , today announced the selection of the GSX 70, a full-
featured solid-state weather radar by Northrop Grumman for the U.S. Air Force fleet of RQ-4 Global 
Hawk unmanned aircraft systems (UAS). Equipped to fly at a maximum altitude of 60,000 feet with an 
endurance of 32+ hours, the Global Hawk is a high-altitude, long-endurance UAS. The GSX 70 provides 
operators with real-time weather information to help analyze convective weather threats and make 
confident decisions as the mission progresses. The Doppler-enabled weather radar also provides 
exceptional range and adjustable scanning profiles with precision target definition tailored to the Global 
Hawk. The GSX 70 will further increase mission effectiveness, safety and reliability, reduce operational 
costs and expand the overall utility of these aircraft.  
Increased Mission Effectiveness  
The all-digital GSX 70 offers improvements to support increased capability and reliability of the Global 
Hawk fleet throughout their worldwide missions. Vertical scanning mode aids operators in analyzing 
storm tops, gradients and cell buildup activity at various altitudes. Utilizing the GSX 70, operators can 
make sound weather-related decisions using real-time weather products, greatly aiding in increased 
mission effectiveness for these aircraft.  
Advanced Weather Features  
Global Hawk operators will have the opportunity to more confidently navigate around challenging 
weather with the GSX 70. The GSX 70 provides unique benefits that further enhance the weather display 
such as Turbulence Detection, which identifies turbulence in air containing precipitation and other 
airborne particulates. Ground Clutter Suppression separates ground returns and removes them from the 
display, so operators can focus on weather of interest. These benefits will help operators easily identify 
developing areas of adverse weather by providing an extra barrier of safety throughout their operations.  
The GSX 70 compact, all-in-one antenna, receiver and transmitter, is designed for installation in a wide 
variety of applications. Several antenna sizes are available, ranging from 10 to 18-inches. The GSX 70 is a 
complete, all-inclusive weather radar senor solution that eliminates the need to incorporate multiple 
platforms, reducing long-term cost of ownership. Built to withstand harsh environmental conditions, the 
GSX 70 boasts a rugged design that is tolerant of severe temperatures found at higher altitudes. 
Advanced features such as Doppler-enabled Turbulence Detection and Ground Clutter Suppression 
allow for easier, more precise weather interpretation. Pilot workload is reduced with Altitude 
Compensated Tilt, which doesn’t require pilot input or tilt adjustment with an increase or decrease in 
aircraft altitude. Additionally, features such as WATCH™ (Weather Attenuated Color Highlight) helps to 
identify shadowing effects of short-range cell activity, highlighting areas where radar signals are 
weakened or attenuated by intense precipitation returns. Among the lightest weather radar in the 
industry, the 9.5 lbs. (4.3 kg.) GSX 70 provides additional savings in weight compared to other weather 
radar systems on the market.  
The installation of the GSX 70 weather radar, which will include Turbulence Detection and Ground 
Clutter Suppression, within the U.S. Air Force fleet of RQ-4 Global Hawk UAS is expected to begin in Q1 
2016.   
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151116005633/en/Garmin%C2%AE-Increases-
Mission-Effectiveness-U.S.-Air-Force 
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NATIONAL AIR SPACE: 
FAA to test anti-drone tech for pinpointing illegal operators near airports 
Whether it’s a bozo hobbyist or someone more sinister, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
seems resigned to the fact that there’s always going to be a few quadcopter pilots willing to put lives in 
danger by flying their remotely controlled machines close to busy airports. 
With reports of such incidents on the rise, and sales of the device set to soar this holiday season, the 
FAA is determined to find an effective way of improving sky safety around airports. 
Its latest effort, reported this week by Phys.org, involves a deal with Virginia-based tech firm CACI 
International that’ll enable the pair to test out a possible solution. 
CACI’s technology acts on a drone’s radio waves to pinpoint both the machine and its operator within a 
large specified area. According to CACI, its system “provides a proven way to passively detect, identify, 
and track” both an unmanned flying machine and its operator, giving airport security the opportunity to 
act swiftly to end the incursion and deal appropriately with the drone’s owner. The schedule for testing 
and possible implementation of CACI’s technology hasn’t been disclosed. 
FAA deputy administrator Michael Whitaker told the House Transportation and Infrastructure 
Committee on Wednesday that there are now around 100 reports a month of drones flying perilously 
close to planes and airports, up from just a few sightings each month in 2014. 
Fearful that a direct hit with even a small drone could cause catastrophic damage to an aircraft’s engine 
or cockpit windshield, and mindful that quadcopters and similar remotely controlled flying machines are 
continuing to grow in popularity, the FAA knows that rules alone are not enough to prevent the growing 
problem of drone flights close to airports. 
As things stand, drone operators have to stay at least five miles from an airport and fly their copter at an 
altitude of no higher than 400 feet, while keeping it in sight at all times. 
CACI’s technology could also come in useful during other critical situations, such as wildfire emergencies 
– authorities in California recently slammed drone operators for occupying airspace and disrupting first 
responders’ efforts during devastating fires in the state. 
http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/faa-to-test-anti-drone-tech-for-pinpointing-illegal-
operators-near-airports/ 
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UAS Registration Task Force Completes Meetings 
FAA's Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Registration Task Force, which includes AAAE among its 
members, has completed its final day of meetings.  
The group focused on reaching a consensus on a recommended process for registration, according to 
FAA. The discussions included how an operator might prove a UAS is registered, how the aircraft would 
be marked, and how to use the registration process to encourage or require UAS operators to become 
educated on basic safety rules.  
FAA said the task force continues to gather data and analyze which types of UAS would need to be 
registered and which would not. The task force will finalize its recommendations for delivery to FAA 
Administrator Michael Huerta by Nov. 20.  
Huerta asked the group to consider the following questions:  
How do we make registration as easy as possible for consumers while providing accountability?  
What products should we exclude from registration based on weight, speed, altitude and flying time?  
What information should we collect during the registration process and what should we do with the 
data?  
Should every unmanned aircraft sold have its own serial number, or how to tie particular aircraft to a 
particular user?  
Should the process include a formal education component before an aircraft can be registered?  
Should registration be retroactive and apply to unmanned aircraft that are now in the system?  
Should there be an age requirement for registration?  
"Ultimately, we want to make registration as easy as possible for consumers, to relieve them of the 
complexity associated with registering larger, manned aircraft," Huerta said.  
http://www.aviationnews.net/?do=headline&news_ID=249466 
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FAA Will Test Drones’ Ability to Steer Themselves Out of Trouble 
This drone uses Precision Hawk’s software. The company is helping the FAA work out how unmanned 
aircraft could safely fly beyond the line of sight of their pilots. 
Large companies such as Amazon and Intel, as well as many smaller startups, are betting heavily on the 
idea that drones will become widespread for everything from agriculture to package delivery. A series of 
flight tests scheduled to start Monday in Butner, North Carolina, will help determine whether and how 
the Federal Aviation Administration will let that dream come true in U.S. airspace. 
The flights are part of an FAA program intended to test how drones can operate safely beyond the line 
of sight of their pilots and deal with problems like encountering conventional, crewed aircraft. The tests 
are being carried out by drone software and services company Precision Hawk. 
Draft safety rules for commercial drones weighing less than 55 pounds released by the FAA this February 
forbid flights beyond a pilot’s line of sight. That poses a roadblock to industry hopes of using drones for 
large-scale agricultural surveying or package delivery (see “FAA’s Caution Not the Only Obstacle for 
Drone Delivery”). Some countries, such as France, allow small drones to operate beyond the line of sight 
in specific scenarios where the risk of accidents is deemed low, such as railway inspection. But the FAA’s 
approach is to restrict such flights until technology is available that can more actively guarantee safety. 
Precision Hawk was chosen by the FAA because it is developing such a technology. It can have a drone 
automatically take action such as landing or turning around if it gets too close to a forbidden area such 
as an airport, or if a conventional aircraft suddenly appears. The company’s system, called LATAS, for 
low-altitude tracking and avoidance system, can use the Verizon cellular network, satellite links, or 
standard aircraft location beacons to monitor and communicate with drones. 
We want to measure the ability of a person flying the drone looking for airspace hazards visually against 
letting the drone make some decisions,” says Tyler Collins, who leads work on LATAS at Precision Hawk. 
“We hope to show the FAA that as we introduce this technology it allows us to create a safer airspace.”  
Jobs like inspecting bridges or wind turbines and taking photos are possible while keeping a drone in 
sight. But for inspecting large farms or long stretches of power lines or pipelines to be efficient it’s 
necessary to loosen the leash. “There’s really no money in line of sight operations,” he says. “There’s a 
lot riding on this.” 
Precision Hawk is one of four companies working with the FAA in a program called Pathfinder, designed 
to test technologies that could allow broader use of drones in the U.S. The others are CNN, investigating 
flying drones in urban areas for news-gathering; BNSF, testing extended beyond-line-of-sight flights for 
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FAA: Think Twice about "Drone Registration" Firms 
November 16 – Unmanned aircraft users should know they probably won’t need help registering their 
drones when the system is in place. 
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) wants unmanned aircraft owners to know that there's no 
need to work with a “drone registration” company to help them file an application for a registration 
number. 
Owners should wait until additional details about the forthcoming drone registration system are 
announced later this month before paying anyone to do the work for them.   
The Task Force assigned to provide FAA Administrator Michael Huerta with recommendations on the 
registration process is still days away from delivering this information. But at least one company is 
already offering to help people register their drones for a fee. 
Speaking to the Task Force two weeks ago, Administrator Huerta told the group to provide guidance on 
a streamlined unmanned aircraft registration process that will be simple and easy to complete, and 
which types of UAS would need to be registered and which would not. The Task Force agreed and is 
working on recommendations for a system that is similar to registering any newly purchased product 
with its manufacturer as well as a minimum weight for unmanned aircraft that must be registered.  
Drone owners should visit FAA.gov for official updates on the unmanned aircraft registry. 
http://www.faa.gov/news/updates/?newsId=84245&omniRss=news_updatesAoc&cid=101_N_U 
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UAS tests drones in the Triangle, adds para-glider to the mix 
Somewhere in the Triangle sky, a drone is flying suspiciously close to a para-glider – and it’s on purpose. 
Raleigh drone developer PrecisionHawk, tasked earlier this year by the feds with researching ways to 
allow drones to safely fly beyond their pilot’s line of sight 
http://www.bizjournals.com/triangle/blog/techflash/2015/05/faa-precisionhawk-drone-research-line-
of-sight.html , is in the initial phases of testing for what’s called LATAS, Low Altitude Tracking and 
Avoidance Systems. 
The para-glider – a volunteer – is just the first step. The company plans to use crop-dusters and other 
small manned aircraft in its testing as the weeks progress. 
Collins says the plan is to be conducting test flights beyond a pilot’s line of sight by the end of the year. 
A final step will be implementing the unmanned aircraft with transponders, utilizing LATAS traffic 
management ground-based hardware and software, and analyzing how it works. 
When their findings are complete, they’ll be delivered to the FAA for consideration as the agency makes 
its own regulatory decisions regarding the technology. 
http://www.bizjournals.com/triangle/blog/techflash/2015/11/precisionhawk-tests-drones-in-
the-triangle-adds.html 
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Drone industry in Minnesota blooms, battles pains 
In the last 10 weeks, at least 22 drone companies have received federal approval to operate in 
Minnesota, doubling the state total. 
Restrictions and outlaws are frustrating some operators in the rapidly growing industry. 
According to the Federal Aviation Administration, before it releases final rules, commercial operators 
need an exemption. That releases companies from a blanket prohibition on all business uses of 
unmanned aerial vehicles, or UAVs. 
After receiving a federal exemption, companies need to register machines with the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation if they fly them in the state. On Thursday, Tara Kaler in MnDOT's Office of 
Chief Counsel said the agency has registered four operations, two of which do not originate in 
Minnesota. She said spreading word on registration has been a challenge, especially with so many 
newcomers to airspace rules. 
Before late March, the federal agency considered each application individually. Then the FAA started 
using certain early exemptions as templates, which sped up the process. Average wait times for 
approval for Minnesota companies dropped but have since risen as the FAA received an increasing 
number of applications. The most recently approved two dozen companies in the state waited an 
average of about 3½ months from sending application letters — or their latest updates — to receiving 
exemptions. 
The process 
In a 2012 law, Congress directed the FAA to create a plan for integrating what the agency calls 
unmanned aircraft systems, or UAS, into the national airspace. It said that integration needed to happen 
no later than Sept. 30, 2015, a deadline the FAA missed. 
The FAA statement also said work on detect-and-avoid and command-and-control systems continues, 
along with the development of related standards. Published guidelines and UAVs using the new systems 
certified to those standards "are required before UAS can be more fully integrated into controlled 
airspace," the statement said. 
The 2012 law separated UAV operations into three categories: public, or governmental; hobby, or 
recreational; and commercial, or any use by a business. In Section 333, the law sets up a process 
through which the FAA can approve commercial uses before the agency announces final rules for those 
operations. 
Seeking customers 
Preparing his own federal Section 333 exemption request took him "forever," and was "very difficult," 
Aarestad said. But he had "no problems" with MnDOT. 
Over the fields 
Rohlik said his "biggest rub" in the growing drone business and regulation industries is the FAA not yet 
agreeing to an agricultural drone forum or synopsis. He said such an event could lead the agency to 
understanding that aspect of the industry, which he said has different safety concerns than using UAVs 
for mining, in cities and elsewhere. 
One requirement in operating a business UAV is holding either a commercial or sport pilot license; the 
former should be in the FAA's final rules, Thomas said. 
Thomas praised workers at the FAA office in Minneapolis but would not steadfastly say whether the 
agency is moving too slowly or quickly on drone regulations. 
"Yeah, it takes time," Thomas said. "Everything takes time." 
http://www.sctimes.com/story/news/local/2015/11/14/drone-industry-minnesota-blooms-
battles-pains/75543368/ 
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Drone-registration-will-be-tied-to-person-not-drone 
FAA task force: You’ll need a license to fly that drone  
Drone registration is moving toward being less like registering a car and more like getting a drivers 
license — but easier. 
The Federal Aviation Administration's task force on drone registration will recommend that the agency 
require drone operators to obtain a single registration number, but will not require unique identification 
of individual drones, according to people familiar with the matter, including one member of the FAA 
task force. 
The FAA task force is expected to put out recommendations on Friday outlining drone registration, and 
this one critical detail in the registration process had been unknown amid heated debate in the aviation 
community. It was earlier reported that the task force would recommend that people who own drones 
weighing more than 250 grams (about the weight of a can of soda) register with the government. 
Operators can own hundreds of drones, particularly those who build their own, which could make 
registration an onerous process if it were required for every drone. Plus, many operators resell drones 
quickly to keep up with changing technology. Registration at the drone level would have raised 
questions about what happens when users resell, and whether former owners would be liable for 
misuse by future owners. 
The task force recommendations will make clear that a registration number would be tied to the person, 
no matter how many drones they own, according to two sources familiar with the matter. 
Drone owners would need to complete a one-time online registration form, submitting information such 
as name, phone number and address. Unlike a drivers license, registration would not require an 
operator to pass a flying test.  
Drone owners would then receive a registration number to mark on all their drones. As previously 
reported, the registration number could be marked in essentially any manner, from Sharpie to sticker. 
The drone owner would have the same registration number their entire life and would only need to 
revisit the website if they were to change personal information, such as their address.Before selling a 
drone, owners would remove their registration number, and the new owner would attach their number. 
The FAA declined comment until after the official announcement, which is anticipated Friday. 
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/drone-registration-will-be-tied-to-person-not-drone-faa-
task-force-to-recommend-2015-11-18 
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House hearing sheds light on UAS tech, economic impacts - Sense & Avoid 
A sense-and-avoid technology equipped small unmanned aircraft vehicle was on full display today 
during a congressional hearing on UAS. A team from Intel demonstrated its RealSense technology during 
the middle of a hearing to emphasize how the company—along with others in the industry—are 
advancing technology at a rapid pace in the UAS industry. Following opening statements from Josh 
Walden, senior vice president and general manager of the new technology group at Intel, the Intel team 
performed a live demonstration of the system. 
The demo was part of a hearing held for the House Energy and Commerce Committee. The talk was 
labeled, “The Disrupter Series: The Fast-Evolving Uses and Economic Impacts of Drones,” and included 
Brian Wynne, president and CEO of the Association of Unmanned Vehicles Systems International. 
In his prepared remarks, Wynne noted the economic impact of UAS to the U.S. that his association has 
been touting for more than a year. “UAS will have a significant impact on our economy, as the industry is 
poised to be one of the fastest-growing in American history,” he said. “Our economic impact study 
found that during the first decade following UAS integration into the National Airspace System, the 
industry will create more than 100,000 high-paying jobs and provide more than $82 billion in positive 
impact to the nation’s economy,” adding that, “under the right regulatory environment, there’s no 
question these numbers could go even higher.” 
In particular to the UAS industry, Intel has created a unique sense-and-avoid system that acts as a sense-
and-avoid sensor. Earlier this year, Intel released a video showing the system at work. A sUAV equipped 
with the system was shown flying through a forest without colliding with any trees due to the systems 
ability. The system has privacy protections built-in, according to Intel, because the data collected by the 
system is only needed and used for collision avoidance. “While there is still more work to do, 
innovations like this will help shape a safe and responsible drone industry,” Cleveland also said. 
http://www.uasmagazine.com/articles/1336/house-hearing-sheds-light-on-uas-tech-economic-
impacts 
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PUBLIC SAFETY: 
Researchers are using autonomous fire-bombing drones to prevent future wildfires 
According to data from the National Interagency Fire Center, 2015 was the worst year on record for 
wildfires in the United States. In the past year alone, the US has experienced well over 50,000 wildfires, 
which have collectively burned over 11 million acres of land so far. But thanks to some forward-thinking 
engineers at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, we might soon have a new weapon in the fight against 
forest fires. Their solution? An autonomous fire-bombing drone. 
It sounds counterintuitive at first, but the drone doesn’t just haphazardly set the wilderness alight and 
then buzz back to home base. Instead, this drone is designed to autonomously execute and monitor 
prescribed burns. Controlled, pre-meditated burns (a common land management practice) help reduce 
wildfire risk by eliminating dry plant material that could potentially act as fuel for a blaze. Currently, 
these burns are executed by either a team of people on the ground, or by helicopters; making them time 
consuming, dangerous, and expensive. 
To remedy this problem and make controlled burns cheaper and easier, a team of students from UNL 
developed the Unmanned Aerial System for Fire Fighting, or UAS-FF: an autonomous quadcopter drone 
that dispenses fire starting balls along a predetermined path. At first glance the balls look like they 
belong on a ping pong table — but they’ve actually got a bunch of chemical wizardry going on under the 
hood. Each ball is filled with potassium permanganate powder, and is injected with liquid polyethylene 
glycol before being dropped. This sets off a slow chemical reaction that causes the ball to burst into 
flame after several seconds. By dropping a series of these balls along a predetermined pattern, the UAS-
FF drone can effectively start a controlled burn. 
FAA to test anti-drone tech for pinpointing illegal operators near airports 
http://sports.yahoo.com/news/prevent-wildfires-experimental-uav-drops-212425886.htm 
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Penn to research autonomous flying robots for Department of Defense 
In Penn Engineering’s General Robotics, Automation, Sensing and Perception Laboratory, flying 
machines dodge and zip around obstacles, aided by location data collected by motion-tracking cameras 
and fed to them through a computer. And soon, more will be flying about. 
Earlier this month, the GRASP Lab received a three-year, $5.5 million Department of Defense grant to 
develop new flying robots capable of autonomously navigating environments that humans cannot 
physically see or access themselves, such as inside collapsed buildings. The grant is part of an effort by 
the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency, which seeks out emerging technologies for potential 
military use, to expand the U.S. military’s drone program. 
“DARPA’s Fast Lightweight Autonomy, or FLA, program seeks unmanned aerial vehicles that weigh less 
than three kilograms and can fly at speeds as fast as 65 feet per second,” University Communications 
Science News Officer Evan Lerner said in a press release. 
The GRASP research effort will be led by Penn Engineering Nemirovsky Family Dean Vijay Kumar, who 
will serve as principal investigator for the FLA program, and GRASP Lab Director Professor Daniel Lee. 
Also involved in the project are Penn Engineering professors Camillo J. Taylor, Kostas Daniilidis and 
Jianbo Shi. 
 “Robots like this have many applications. You can send them inside buildings like this, as first 
responders to look for intruders, maybe look for biochemical leaks, gaseous leaks,” Kumar said in the 
talk. 
Kumar drew a distinction between the robotic technology used in combat drones and the types that 
GRASP is developing. While combat drones are often large, weighing several thousand pounds, the 
robot Kumar demonstrated weighs a tenth of a pound and spans about eight inches in diameter. 
Most combat drone robots are also not autonomous, Kumar said, sometimes involving multiple human 
pilots to operate them from a distance. The GRASP robot, by contrast, can turn and change its flight 
trajectory largely on its own. 
Using the DARPA grant, the GRASP team will build on its existing work with these smaller robots. The 
goal is to develop machines that are both agile and capable of flying and collecting navigation data 
without human intervention. 
 “It is ironic that computers excel at logical reasoning that take humans many years of specialized 
training and education to learn, yet machines are still unable to perform simple everyday tasks that we 
take for granted,” Lee’s personal webpage says. 
Nevertheless, the GRASP Lab remains the subject of controversy as the recipient of military research 
funds. One local group, Brandywine Peace Community, organized an anti-drone demonstration and vigil 
at 34th and Walnut streets against GRASP’s research last weekend. 
Kumar insisted that their research is purely scientific, and will actually benefit, not harm, society. 
 “A small, fast, flying robot that can find its way through a partially-collapsed building or a nuclear plant 
during a meltdown has the power to save lives,” he said. 
http://www.thedp.com/article/2015/11/grasp-lab-drones-grant 
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Compact Drone Wins Award 
MAPLE PLAIN, Minn.--The developers of the Sprite, a small, durable drone that offers an alternative to 
larger, generally more fragile quad-copter drones, have been presented with the latest Proto Labs Cool 
Idea! Award, a service grant given to innovative companies by quick-turn manufacturer Proto Labs, Inc. 
The popularity of drone aircraft for consumer use is surging. More than 700,000 drones are expected to 
be sold nationwide this year, according to the Consumer Electronics Association. Drones are also getting 
lots of buzz as a hot holiday gift item this year.  
The Sprite Drone, developed by Arizona-based Ascent AeroSystems, is an ultra-portable drone that 
collapses to the size of a water bottle and uses a coaxial rotor design (two rotors stacked one atop the 
other).  
Proto Labs’ Cool Idea! Award grant provided injection-molded parts for several iterations of prototype 
parts for the Sprite.  
The target market for the Sprite includes outdoor enthusiasts, such as hikers, backpackers and 
wilderness adventurers, though significant interest has also come from public safety, law enforcement, 
defense, security, scientific research and other commercial end-users, Meringer said.  
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151117006419/en/Compact-Drone-Wins-Proto-
Labs%E2%80%99-Cool-Idea! 
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Aerialtronics' Altura Zenith Offers Wide Sensor Compatibility 
Aerialtronics have revealed a unique series of commercial drone sensors for the safety and security 
industry, which include some of the first nuclear radiation and hazardous chemical detectors on the 
commercial market. 
On the eve of the security exhibition, Milipol Paris 2015, the Dutch-based company, one of the world's 
leading manufacturers of commercial unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), now has gas monitors and 
nuclear radiation sensors to add to their advanced thermal and day-vision cameras. 
"It's not only about reliability and a high performing drone, but also its ability to work with existing data 
gathering tools and within existing workflows and methods. Businesses are interested in gathering 
multiple data streams during one or multiple flights. The Zenith UAS, with more than 16 compatible 
sensors, has the widest payload range compatible on the market, and, therefore, its potential use in 
different markets has strongly increased. 
http://www.mining-technology.com/contractors/exploration/aerialtronics/pressaerialtronics-
altura-zenith.html 
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First Software App to Create Autonomous Self-Flying Drone Camera 
Creating video selfies and dronies became significantly easier with Neurala Selfie Dronie, new software 
announced today by Neurala, a Boston-based robotics company known for its high-end robotic 
intelligence software designed for use by NASA and the US Air Force. There is no need to buy a 
specialized selfie drone to get stunning videos with hands-free operation. 
Neurala Selfie Dronie uses advanced artificial intelligence, deep learning and vision to create a self-
flying, autonomous drone. The Neurala software analyzes what the camera sees and automatically 
sends commands to keep the video on the subject as it flies. It is not necessary to wear a special device 
or to carry a cell phone, as other solutions require. 
Neurala’s approach differs from the specialized self-flying drones that use specialized tracking hardware 
or the GPS on a phone. Instead, the user selects an object by moving a box on their iPhone, iPad or 
Android screen. Once the object is selected, Neurala’s vision processing software locks onto the subject 
visually. Then, when ready, the user tells the Neurala software to fly one of two patterns: 
• A selfie, which flies an arc around the video’s subject (up to 180-degrees) while keeping the drone 
camera pointed directly at the subject. 
• A dronie, which zooms the drone backward and upwards to take beautiful aerial panoramic videos 
while keeping the drone camera pointed directly at the subject. 
“Neurala software ‘sees’ the subject. He or she doesn’t need to do anything special, carry anything 
special or act in an unusual way,” Versace said. “Typically, Neurala produces hard core software brains 
for robots which use vision. That work is really complicated. We are now making it available for 
consumers.” 
http://www.neurala.com/selfie-dronie/ 
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Flying off the Shelves 
Forget delivery by Domino's. Your dinner could soon be delivered by drone. 
Retail giant Wal-Mart announced last month that it has applied to the Federal Aviation Administration 
to use drones in delivering some of its products. 
Wal-Mart expects a decline in earnings next year as it copes with higher wages and more price 
competition, and deals with boosting online sales. Its latest salvo to maintain dominance is through 
drones - small, unmanned aircraft that may soon drop off your shirt or packaged goods at your 
doorstop. 
Wal-Mart wants to test aerial home delivery in small residential neighborhoods. 
With the growing clout of online shopping, and with speed becoming even more of a factor in shoppers' 
buying decisions, drones could be the ultimate solution, say retail analysts. Online behemoth 
Amazon.com and Google have already started testing drones. 
In a 2015 Future of Retail report by Walker Sands Communications, a digital marketing firm for 
technology firms, 80 percent of customers surveyed said they would more likely shop with a retailer that 
offered drone delivery within an hour of their home. 
Sixty-six percent said they expected to get their first drone-delivered package within the next five years. 
"Consumers are most concerned about safety, privacy, and theft, outside of cost," Parro added. "A 
worst-case scenario would be a drone crash that causes a serious injury or death. Or a rash of thefts, 
either from front porches or even people shooting drones out of the sky to steal packages." 
On delivery by drones, "Nothing is impossible," said Natale. "Who knows what the fate of drones are in 
the future? But it's not something that we're thinking about using." 
http://www.philly.com/philly/business/20151115_Flying_off_the_Shelves.html 
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New UAS and Ground Operator Detection, Identification, and Tracking System with 
Mitigation Capability 
ARLINGTON, Va.---CACI International Inc  today announced the release of SkyTrackerTM, a precision 
system to protect high-value assets and support public safety against the escalating threat posed by the 
inadvertent or unlawful misuse of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), also known as aerial drones. 
SkyTracker’s UAS detection, identification, and tracking system uses the drone’s radio links to precisely 
identify and locate UAS flying in banned or protected airspace, and has the unique capability to locate 
UAS ground operators. This proprietary CACI technology has been demonstrated to address a variety of 
UAS threat scenarios. The system is widely applicable, from protecting airports to safeguarding critical 
infrastructure or events – anywhere UAS pose a potential risk to people or assets.  
SkyTracker accurately detects, identifies, and tracks UAS threats. The system’s mitigation capability 
provides responders with precise information in a defined geographic location in order to initiate 
countermeasures that, unlike other technologies, do not interfere with legitimate electronics or 
communications systems in the area, or with UAS that are being operated responsibly as determined by 
the U.S. government.  
The SkyTracker system design is modular and scalable for application in different environments. It can 
protect high-value assets in geographically compact locations such as government buildings, embassies, 
and stadiums, as well as provide wide-area defense of airports, military bases, and areas under 
temporary flight bans such as locations experiencing forest fires. SkyTracker provides continuous, 
automated monitoring, day or night, in any weather condition.  
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151119005126/en/CACI-Launches-SkyTrackerTM 
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Research using Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) - NOAA Update 
Can I use UAS to conduct scientific research on protected species? 
Yes, as long as you have the proper permits and authorizations. 
Will I need a permit under the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) and/or the Endangered Species 
Act? 
Yes, if your research activities will be directed at marine mammals or sea turtles at an altitude below 
1000 feet.  To apply for a permit, use the APPS https://apps.nmfs.noaa.gov   online system.  If you have 
questions or are unfamiliar with our permits, contact the Permits and Conservation Division at 301-427-
8401.   
If I already have an MMPA and/or ESA permit will I need to modify it? 
Yes, you will need to apply for a modification to your permit if you want to use UAS.  All UAS operations 
will be considered aerial surveys.  The modification may be minor or major, depending on what your 
permit already authorizes.  You can use the APPS https://apps.nmfs.noaa.gov  online system to request 
a modification.  For questions specific to your permit, contact your permit analyst via email or at 301-
427-8401.   
What information specific to UAS should I provide in my permit application or modification request? 
* Type of survey or sampling method (e.g., line/strip transects, photogrammetry, breath sampling) 
* Type of survey craft (e.g., fixed wing, vertical take-off and landing) and its payload components 
(i.e., what is the UAS carrying?) 
* Minimum altitude 
* Number of passes per group/animal 
* Time spent over each group/animal 
* Will the UAS ever be beyond the line of sight of the operator (pilot)? 
* Does the device have an auto-return feature if it fails? 
* Describe the ground control station (where is it located: on shore or on a vessel?; how many 
stations?; how close will the station be to animals?) 
* Describe the spotter roles needed to achieve UAS research objectives (e.g., a spotter monitoring 
the craft, another for monitoring the ground control station?) 
* Battery life of UAS 
* Do you have the appropriate Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) permits/authorizations 
(including pilot licenses) for proposed research activities? Note: scientific research does not qualify as 
hobby/recreational use. See below. 
What other permits/certifications do I need? 
UAS are considered aircraft and fall under the jurisdiction of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).  
Therefore, you must be compliant with FAA requirements for UAS. 
Current FAA regulations divide UAS operational use into three categories: 
1. Civil (non-governmental/commercial), 
2. Public (governmental), and 
3. Model aircraft (recreation/hobby).  
The FAA http://www.faa.gov/  considers scientific research as either public or civil depending on the 
individual and/or purpose of operating the device.  It does not fall under the recreational/hobbyist 
category.  Please note that a vast majority of our permit holders will fall under civil operators.  In rare 
cases (such as discrete NOAA funded projects), civil operators may request FAA approval through NOAA; 
however, this is the exception, not the rule. 




* If you are a civil UAS operator, contact the FAA to obtain a Section 333 Exemption and Civil COA 
https://www.faa.gov/uas/legislative_programs/section_333/ 
In addition, you may be required to obtain additional Federal, State, or local permits depending on 
where you will be working (e.g., National Marine Sanctuaries, National Parks).  It is your responsibility to 
obtain these permits and comply with any other laws or regulations.  Some areas, such as National Park 
Service-controlled lands and waters, have banned the use of UAS except for limited purposes. 
Do I need to have these licenses in place in order to receive my MMPA and/or ESA permit or 
modification? 
No, we can process and issue permits for takes associated with research involving UAS without the FAA 
permit(s) in place.  However, note that personnel who require State and/or Federal licenses to conduct 
activities authorized under an MMPA and/or ESA permit(s) (e.g., veterinarians, pilots) must be properly 
licensed when undertaking such activities, in accordance with our regulations.   
Therefore, please be aware that your NOAA Fisheries permit requires that you obtain any applicable FAA 
permit, certification, and/or license required for use of the UAS prior to operating it under an 
MMPA/ESA permit. 
NOAA Fisheries scientists using UAS for protected species research 
* Scientists Use Unmanned Aerial Vehicle to Study Gray Whales from Above 
http://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/stories/2015/05/studying_graywhales_fromabove.html 
 * Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Offers New View of Killer Whales 
http://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/podcasts/2014/10/aerial_vehicle_killer_whale.html#.VSbpTvnF98E 
* Southwest Fisheries Science Center: UAS Research 
https://swfsc.noaa.gov/textblock.aspx?Division=PRD&ParentMenuId=211&id=18412 
* NOAA Unmanned Aircraft Helping Scientists Learn About Alaskan Ice Seals 
http://uas.noaa.gov/news/press/alaskan-ice-seals.html 
* NOAA Tests Unmanned Aircraft for Wildlife Surveys and Environmental Research in Hawaii 
http://research.noaa.gov/News/NewsArchive/LatestNews/TabId/684/ArtMID/1768/ArticleID/10652/NO
AA-tests-unmanned-aircraft-for-wildlife-surveys-and-environmental-research-in-Hawaii-.aspx 
* Below the Fog: Monitoring Endangered Steller Sea Lions in the Western Aleutian Islands 
More Information 
* UAS research memo 
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/permits/sci_res_pdfs/uas_research_memo_signed_9_10_15.pdf 
* Responsible use of UAS to protect marine mammals http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/uas.html   
(non-research use of UAS)  
* NOAA Unmanned Aircraft Systems Program http://uas.noaa.gov/ 
* FAA Frequently Asked Questions for UAS https://www.faa.gov/uas/faq/ 
* FAA Unmanned Aircraft Systems Fact Sheet 
https://www.faa.gov/news/fact_sheets/news_story.cfm?newsId=14153 
* FAA Regulations and Policies for UAS https://www.faa.gov/uas/regulations_policies/ 
* Unmanned Aircraft to be Prohibited in National Parks 
http://home.nps.gov/news/release.htm?id=1601 
* National Marine Mammal Laboratory: Dyson UAS Test Flights 
http://www.afsc.noaa.gov/nmml/polar/research/uastests.php 
* Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary 
http://montereybay.noaa.gov/resourcepro/resmanissues/aircraft.html 
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/permits/uas.html 
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SENSORS/APPLICATIONS: 
Smallest Lightest UAV Drone Micro Encoder / Decoder 
Antrica, a worldwide supplier of H264 video encoding and streaming solutions, today unveiled the ANT-
1772 UAV MICRO, its latest multi-channel encoder for airborne and ground Drone encoding and 
streaming applications over IP. As the world's smallest dual-channel H.264 HD/SD encoding or decoding 
solution, weighing less than 43 grams.  
The ANT-1772 Micro sets a new standard of performance for manned and unmanned airborne 
platforms, unmanned vehicles, and other robotic units. The ANT-1772 consumes less than 4 watts of 
power for 1080p30 encoding plus simultaneous PAL /NTSC encoding.  
"With the market for unmanned flying and ground Drone systems growing exponentially, developers 
increasingly need miniaturized, low latency, low data rate, lightweight Video encoding solutions." 
"Antrica has been providing an extensive range of video encoding and decoding solutions to a variety of 
applications and markets for over 15 years. The ANT-1772 is Antricas first solution specifically designed 
for the UAV Drone market and meets new standards for miniaturization " said Les Litwin Sales Director 
of Antrica.  
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/ant-1771-smallest-lightest-uav-drone-micro-encoder-
decoder-2015-11-12 
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Chinese Develop New ‘Ultra-Thin’, Lightweight ‘Tunable’ UHF Microwave Radar-Absorbing 
Stealth Material Cloaking Technology  
Microwave absorbers are a kind of material that can effectively absorb incident microwave energy to 
make objects invisible to radar; therefore they are commonly used in aircraft cloaking and warship 
stealth. Recently, as radar detection devices have been improved to detect the near-meter microwave 
length regime, scientists are working on high-performance absorbers that can cloak objects in the 
equivalent ultra-high frequency regime (from 300 megahertz to two gigahertz). However, conventional 
absorbers for the ultra-high regime are usually thick, heavy or have narrow absorption bandwidth, 
making them unsuitable for stealth missions. 
To solve this problem, a team of researchers from Huazhong University of Science and Technology in 
China has developed an ultra-thin, tunable broadband microwave absorber for ultra-high frequency 
applications. This ultra-thin absorbing surface, called an active frequency-selective surface absorber, 
consists of arrays of patterned conductors loaded with two common types of circuit elements known as 
resistors and varactors. The unit patterned cell absorbs microwaves and can also be actively controlled 
by stretching to expand the tunable bandwidth. In a paper published this week in the Journal of Applied 
Physics, from AIP Publishing, the researchers presented this work. 
“Our proposed absorber was fabricated with a stretching transformation pattern, which is both thin and 
can absorb a wide range of frequencies for near-meter microwave application,” said Wenhua Xu, the 
primary researcher in the team led by Jianjun Jiang, a professor of School of Optical and Electronic 
Information at the Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China. “Its absorption range covers a 
broad band from 0.7 to 1.9 gigahertz below -10 decibel, and the total thickness of the absorber is only 
7.8 millimeters, which is one of the thinnest microwave absorbers reported.” 
“Usually the thickness of conventional radar absorbers is a quarter the wavelength of the incident 
microwave. In the high frequency regime, take one gigahertz as an example, the thickness of the 
absorber would be around 7.5 centimeters, which is too thick and heavy to be used in aircrafts or 
warships. Our proposed absorber is almost ten times thinner than conventional ones,” Xu said. 
Other alternative absorbers, such as metamaterial absorbers made from a resonant metallic structure 
printed on a dielectric substrate, though significantly thinner than the wavelengths absorbed, have a 
narrow working bandwidth. 
To develop a novel absorber that is both thin and with broadband performance, Jiang’s team employed 
a type of thin, light periodic structure called a frequency-selective surface, which consists of an assembly 
of patterned conductors arranged in a two-dimensional array, usually backed by a thin dielectric, to 
reflect incident microwaves according to their frequency. 
Radar Absorber for UHF Applications 
For the first time, Stretching Transformation is applied to the unit cell pattern to expand the tunable 
bandwidth. With this technique, it is realizable to be thin and achieve broadband absorption 
simultaneously.  
 “At frequencies below two gigahertz, conventional microwaves absorbers are limited in application by 
their thickness and narrow absorption bandwidth. Our proposed absorber has achieved broadband 
tunability and ultra-thin film simultaneously,” Xu said. “The total thickness of 7.8 millimeters is around 
one twenty-ninth wavelength of the central frequency of incident microwaves, and the ultra-thin 
absorber with broad bandwidth may be widely used in warship stealth, airplane cloaking and tunable, 
broadband antennae.” 
The researchers’ next step is to study the polarization and the oblique incidence performance for the 
proposed active frequency-selective surface absorber. 
https://www.aip.org/publishing/journal-highlights/ultra-thin-tunable-broadband-microwave-
absorber-may-advance-radar 
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Optimal spectral image fusion for detection of shoreline targets 
Spectral-spatial sharpening processes can be used to identify spectral features or anomalies in high-
spatial-resolution multispectral (MS) data and in high-spectral-resolution imagery.. These image analysis 
techniques thus hold much promise for enhancing situational awareness during environmental 
surveillance and monitoring activities. 
In a previously developed technique for the fusion of hyper-spectral (HS) and MS signatures, line targets 
are numerically embedded in the imagery.  Figure 1. Illustration of how a cumulative spectral signature 
(right) can be created from a scaled spectral signature (left), for use in the non-parametric Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test. This statistic can be used to compare observed and optimized synthetic spectral 
signatures. The test is also used in singular value decomposition and synthetic hyper-spectral image 
model building processes, as well as in optimizing the order and cutoff frequency during 2D Butterworth 
filtering (used for spectral-spatial sharpening of multispectral and hyper-spectral images). 
There are several ways to test the optimization of a spectral-spatial sharpening process. One method, 
used in this work, is to use line targets or features that are mathematically embedded within the 
observed high-spatial resolution MS imagery and the associated spectral anomalies in the HS images. In 
this technique, the HS and MS original channels or bands are spatially and spectrally ‘spiked’ (i.e., 
embedded) with an artificial feature or target. The MS channels from an area can be modified by 
embedding a line target (changing the pixel values). In the same way, a spectral anomaly is embedded 
into the corresponding area of the HS scene. The spectral-spatial sharpening process is then run to 
determine the optimal filter cutoff, as well as the order coefficients that result from the optimization 
and the KS signature tests. It is therefore possible to observe and quantify the influence of the 
optimization procedures by recovering the line target in the new spectrally and spatially sharpened 
imagery.  
Realization of the spectral-spatial sharpening process. The original multispectral (MS) image—of the 
numerically embedded line target on the shore—is shown on the left. The upper left of this image shows 
the hyperspectral (HS) anomaly, at a lower spatial resolution, embedded in the HS channels at the 
location of the line target shown. The resulting synthetic spatial-spectral sharpened HS image (with the 
line target on the shoreline) is shown in the middle. An example image of the embedded line target is 
shown in the upper left of this middle image and a zoomed-in version of this optimized spectral-spatial 
sharpened line target is given in the image at the top right. The lower right image is a three-band red-
green-blue (RGB) display of the sharpened HS cube of the shoreline. 
In summary, a technique for achieving an optimal fusion of hyper-spectral and multispectral imagery, in 
which line targets are numerically embedded into acquired images, has been developed. The differences 
between high-spatial-resolution synthetic and observed spectral signatures are also minimized. Images 
that were obtained from airborne and ship-born platforms have been used to demonstrate the power of 
this technique for target detection along shorelines. An area of ongoing work involves the use of the 
optimized HS-MS image fusion approach for studying in situ colloidal aggregates and flocs within 
lutoclines and moving fluid mud layers. 
http://spie.org/x116148.xml 
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U.S., Germany Face Uphill Fight for UAV Spectrum 
PARIS — The United States and Germany, backed by several large commercial satellite fleet operators, 
are fighting an uphill battle to persuade global governments to allocate Ku- or Ka-band satellite 
spectrum for the command and control of unmanned aerial vehicles on transoceanic or trans-
continental routes. 
Government and industry officials said that opposing the pro-UAV position is an assortment of Asian, 
Middle Eastern, South American and European governments whose reasons appear to differ as widely as 
the state of their national aerospace industries.   
“Some governments fear that approving this would basically mean giving military UAVs an easier access 
to civil airspace,” said an official from one European government supporting the measure. “Others say 
they are worried about safety, and still others have difficulty allocating fixed satellite service spectrum 
to UAVs – which are obviously mobile platforms.” 
It likely would take years before unmanned vehicles are allowed to traverse oceans and continents in 
civilian airspace even if the WRC approved an allocation of satellite spectrum for it. National and 
international aviation regulators would need to set technical standards for UAV communications links, 
with national regulators then harmonizing their own airspace regulations. 
Armed with a common position and ICAO endorsement, he said, the pro-UAV governments are more 
likely to persuade undecided nations – 163 nations are attending WRC – to grant the spectrum. Only a 
handful of nations are actively against the proposal, Anstrom said. 
Julie Zoller, the U.S. State Department’s senior deputy coordinator for Communications and Information 
Policy and deputy head of the U.S. WRC delegation, said just about any piece of the existing Ku- and Ka-
band spectrum now in use for satellite services — with the exception of frequencies specifically reserved 
for national Ku-band broadcast services — could be used for UAV command and control. 
http://spacenews.com/u-s-germany-face-uphill-fight-for-uav-spectrum/ 
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Automated Identification of River Hydro-morphological Features Using UAV High Resolution 
Aerial Imagery 
Abstract  
European legislation is driving the development of methods for river ecosystem protection in light of 
concerns over water quality and ecology. Key to their success is the accurate and rapid characterization 
of physical features (i.e., hydro-morphology) along the river. Image pattern recognition techniques have 
been successfully used for this purpose. The reliability of the methodology depends on both the quality 
of the aerial imagery and the pattern recognition technique used. Recent studies have proved the 
potential of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to increase the quality of the imagery by capturing high 
resolution photography. Similarly, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been shown to be a high 
precision tool for automated recognition of environmental patterns. This paper presents a UAV based 
framework for the identification of hydro-morphological features from high resolution RGB aerial 
imagery using a novel classification technique based on ANNs. The framework is developed for a 1.4 km 
river reach along the river Dee in Wales, United Kingdom. For this purpose, a Falcon 8 octocopter was 
used to gather 2.5 cm resolution imagery. The results show that the accuracy of the framework is above 
81%, performing particularly well at recognizing vegetation. These results leverage the use of UAVs for 
environmental policy implementation and demonstrate the potential of ANNs and RGB imagery for high 
precision river monitoring and river management.  
http://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/15/11/27969 
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Russian unmanned underwater nuclear weapon raising the stakes 
The technological means of delivering, deterring, and defending against nuclear weapons 
http://www.militaryaerospace.com/articles/2014/11/usstratcom-mission-support.html has been 
reasonably stable for more than half a century. Since the 1940s nuclear warheads have been based on 
bomber aircraft, long-range missiles, and specialized artillery. That stability, however, may be over as 
the concept of nuclear warfare enters a new unmanned underwater  
Russia reportedly is developing a high-speed UUV design able to detonate warheads stealthily in 
virtually any coastal city in the world. Potential U.S. targets alone could include Washington, New York, 
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, San Diego, San Francisco, Boston, and Seattle. 
This is a nuclear threat largely unseen before, and represents a real game changer in the global balance 
of power. 
The Pentagon is calling this new Russian weapon Kanyon, while Russia calls it the Status-6 system. The 
weapon is being designed to damage the important components of the adversary’s economy in a coastal 
area and inflicting unacceptable damage to a country’s territory by creating areas of wide radioactive 
contamination that would be unsuitable for military, economic, or other activity for long periods of time. 
It could be launched from an undetected submarine operating far out at sea. The nuclear UUV could 
dive as deep as 3,280 feet and travel as fast as 56 knots, although it's more likely the nuclear UUV would 
move at relatively slow speeds to avoid detection. The weapon reportedly has a range of 6,200 miles -- 
farther than the expanses of the Pacific between Los Angeles and Tokyo. 
Detecting and defending against such a weapon would be problematic, to say the least, and would be 
able to gather little from current nuclear defenses, which have been in development for decades. 
Experts say the weapon today is invulnerable to interception, and is likely to trigger a technology race to 
come up with effective means to counter it. 
Meanwhile, intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) first were developed in the 1950s on the 
assumption that their speed and altitude would make them invulnerable to any kind of defense. Nuclear 
missiles have been deployed in land-based silos and on specially designed missile submarines. Cruise 
missiles, meanwhile, can be launched from aircraft at stand-off ranges. 
But what about stealthy underwater vehicles as nuclear-delivery devices? Sure, we have sophisticated 
anti-submarine warfare (ASW) sonar defenses, but these are not 100-percent effective -- especially 
against contemporary threats like manned diesel-electric submarines and the latest generation of 
unmanned submersibles. 
Even the U.S. Navy assumes that its most advanced UUVs could conduct long-term detailed surveillance 
missions unmolested in nearly any coastal area of the world. Now apply this technology to something 
that could carry a nuke. 
Assuming that such a stealthy underwater nuclear-delivery system be able to reach its target, how long 
could it lie dormant and hidden until receiving the order to detonate? Weeks? Months? Years? If 
possible, wouldn't it make sense for international adversaries to pre-position nuclear weapons off their 
enemies' coasts until they needed them for defense, blackmail, or other purposes? 
Another question to ponder: how long before nuclear UUV technologies fall into the hands of the 
world's terrorist organizations? Unseen atomic threats from terrorists as well as national adversaries 
likely would stretch U.S. and allied defensive capabilities to the breaking point. 
The world continues to be a dangerous place, and the Russian Kanyon Status-6 system has raised the 
stakes in a major way. 
http://www.militaryaerospace.com/content/mae/en/authors/keller.html 
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COUNTER UAS: 
Countering hostile UAVs 
The extraordinary potential of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles is limited only by our imagination. But not all 
drones are beneficial. Some of them are used with malicious intent and constitute a growing threat both 
on and off the battlefield. 
UAV numbers are growing fast, with different types for a multitude of different uses. Today they range 
from large MALE and HALE systems (Medium Altitude Long Endurance / High Altitude Long Endurance) 
to tactical UAVs, mini-drones and micro-UAVs. As components get smaller and become more readily 
available to all, UAVs will soon be everywhere. 
 "It's like the story of the computer. At first, you needed a whole room to house a computer. 
Now, everyone has one in their pocket." 
 Andreas Rastopoulos, founder of California-based start-up Matternet <http://matternet.us/> . 
With the exponential increase in sales and availability and the amazing technical advances expected in 
the near future, UAV are a cause for concern. In both military and civil spheres, they are increasingly 
seen as a new threat. 
Media around the world are full of stories about the potential dangers of UAVs in the hands of terrorists. 
And a number of recent incidents show that commercially available drones have been flown inside the 
security perimeters of critical infrastructure including the White House, government embassies and 
nuclear power plants. In most of these cases, no action was taken to counter the incursions. 
With flights over sensitive sites ever more frequent all over the world, hostile UAVs now present military 
authorities and security services with a serious challenge. Irrespective of a UAV's type or purpose, 
government agencies and armed forces everywhere are looking for ways to counter the threat. 
The need for a comprehensive approach 
Industry is investigating how best to detect and neutralize hostile UAVs, proposing options ranging from 
noise signature detection to lasers and jammers — and even UAVs equipped with nets that fly around 
trying to catch other UAVs. With the constraints imposed by civil aviation authorities, of course, only the 
most pragmatic proposals will be considered. And, given the urgency of countering the UAV threat, 
practical solutions need to draw as heavily as possible on existing technologies. 
Civil and military authorities alike need ways to detect, identify, classify and neutralize any type of 
hostile UAV in any setting. They need a full range of sensors, effectors and command-and-control 
systems based, whenever possible, on off-the-shelf systems and equipment. 
Thales is the only European contractor with the innovative products and capabilities to provide 
comprehensive solutions that are readily tailored to each customer's specific missions. 
Fighting intruders, everywhere. 
For military users, Thales proposes counter-UAV defense solutions that are designed to evolve in line 
with existing airspace surveillance, air traffic control and air defense systems, adding to the capabilities 
already in place to protect military bases and theaters of operations. These solutions are based on 
technically mature products that are already in production and can usefully complement any existing air 
surveillance system. 
In the civil arena, Thales solutions integrate seamlessly with SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition) systems to protect major events or critical infrastructure against small low-flying UAVs 
while providing additional operational capabilities against these emerging threats. This type of system 
comprises sensors, non-lethal (soft-kill) effectors, and a central C2 software suite for data correlation. 
For security services, Thales uses value analysis to avoid proposing solutions that are too costly or overly 
sophisticated. Depending on the customer's needs, concepts of operations (CONOPS) analysis may be 
used to select equipment tailored to different threat scenarios, legal contexts and regulations on 
radiating sensors and effectors. Tailored solutions can be delivered in just a few months. 
Is it a bird? 
Since the first mini-UAVs took to the air, Thales has been developing ways to detect them. 
The first issue that needs to be addressed is how to tell the difference between drones and other bird-
like objects. Thales has developed technology that can differentiate between drones and birds to 
provide practical support to the agencies fighting the new phenomenon, helping them to detect a 
drone, trace it back to the operator, and intervene as needed. It may be hard to find a needle in a 
haystack — but having the right tools certainly helps! 
https://www.thalesgroup.com/en/worldwide/security/milipol/magazine/countering-hostile-
uavs 
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Innovative agencies partner to counter drone threat  
FORT MEADE, Md. (Army News Service, Nov. 17, 2015) -- Two Army organizations that have been 
teaming up to provide warfighters with innovations downrange are now looking to prevent a threat 
from the proliferation of small unmanned aerial systems, or UASs. 
The Rapid Equipping Force, or REF, on Fort Belvoir, Virginia, has been partnering for a while with the 
Asymmetric Warfare Group, or AWG, on Fort Meade, Maryland, to help units fill capability gaps in 
Afghanistan, South Korea and elsewhere.  
They came up with the man-portable line charge to help Soldiers clear fields of improvised explosive 
devices, or IEDs, in Afghanistan. Together they studied caves like the tunnels of North Korea and Gaza to 
come up with tactics and techniques for subterranean operations. 
Thousands of small, low-tech drones are being launched worldwide by a growing number of nations and 
non-state actors who could challenge U.S. interests, said Col. Steven Sliwa, director of the REF. 
UAS THREAT 
"The enemy is using these small systems," said Lt. Col. Stephen Lee, AWG Concepts Integration 
Squadron commander.  
He worries though, that in the future these small unmanned aircraft could be armed and used for more 
than just reconnaissance. So AWG and REF teamed up to study the threat. 
"Pretty much, if you could imagine what you could do with it as a bad guy - we did that," Lee said. It 
gave them a good idea of UAS capabilities. 
The partnership between REF and AWG works this way: while REF focuses on new technology and 
material solutions, AWG looks at non-material solutions like tactics, techniques and procedures. 
MATERIAL SOLUTIONS 
With thousands of small unmanned aircraft hovering about, technological solutions were also looked at 
to identify the UAS and potentially stop them. 
Results from the Yuma Proving Ground counter-UAS exercise should be available later this month, Sliwa 
said.  
"We're still waiting for final results, but we think that we have found some things that under certain 
circumstances may be able to work." 
The REF will look at the most promising technologies and platforms for further assessment, he said, and 
then equip solutions to the deployed force. 
REF has been collaborating with AWG more this year than before, and both are now under the U.S. 
Army Training and Doctrine Command, or TRADOC. 
REF was officially transferred to TRADOC as of Oct. 1. AWG moved to TRADOC in 2013. 
Before that, both agencies reported directly to the Army's G-3/5/7 staff.  
When REF went under the operational control of TRADOC earlier this year, a few positions - acquisition 
officers and a program manager - were transferred to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army 
for Acquisition, Logistics and Technology, also known as ASA(ALT). Those positions were then placed in 
Program Executive Officer, or PEO, Soldier, located adjacent to REF on Fort Belvoir, Virginia. 
Before this year, the REF's milestone decision authority was the Research, Development and Engineering 
Command, or RDECOM, headquartered at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. 
"We work with RDECOM closer now than when they were our milestone decision authority," Sliwa said.  
The REF is all about inserting solutions forward to help warfighters any way it can, Sliwa said, and more 
collaboration usually results in better solutions.  
http://www.army.mil/article/158748/Innovative_agencies_partner_to_counter_drone_threat/ 
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INTERNATIONAL: 
European Agency Plans Drone for SOx Detection at Sea 
The European Safety Monitoring Agency (EMSA) and the European Space Agency (ESA) are considering 
the deployment of remotely piloted aircraft for purposes of maritime surveillance – and, potentially, at-
sea SOx emissions detection. 
In a panel entitled “Remotely Piloted Airborne Systems for Maritime Surveillance,” held on October 28 
and 29, EMSA gave an overview of two projects. 
The first, RHAPSODY, a two-year test of the Portuguese company Tekever's AR5 drone, is set to begin 
soon. The AR5 is one of the largest systems that Tekever offers, with a wingspan of 14 feet, a 110 pound 
payload capacity and an endurance of eight to 12 hours. 
The second program, called STEAM, will test the remote measurement of SOx emissions using sensors 
aboard an unmanned aerial platform. 
If successful, STEAM could potentially ratchet up enforcement of MARPOL VI SOx limits in European 
ECAs by adding direct at-sea emissions detection to existing port call fuel inspections. 
According to maritime insurer SKULD, at the first roll-out of MARPOL VI in early 2015, the EU rules 
required member states to check bunkers and fuel logs aboard 10 percent of vessels calling at ECA ports. 
This is set to increase to 40 percent of vessels in 2016. 
While EMSA did not announce the purpose of testing an airborne platform for SOx monitoring, the 
system could add an at-sea detection capability to in-port enforcement efforts. The coordination of 
MARPOL VI enforcement among E.U. member states is one of EMSA’s administrative roles. 
Maritime UAVs are already in operation in the U.S. for national security missions, with more and larger 
models under development. 
The U.S. Coast Guard operates Predator drones with the U.S. Border Patrol for surveillance and 
interdiction, and is testing the Boeing Insitu ScanEagle system, an eight-pound payload ship-launched 
system with optical/infrared sensors and an endurance of 24 hours. 
For military applications, the U.S. Navy's Air Systems Command and Northrop Grumman are developing 
the unmanned MQ-4C Triton, a variant of Northrop's highly successful Global Hawk UAV. The Triton has 
a claimed operating radius of 2,000 nm and a maximum payload of 6,000 pounds, including built-in 
radar and infrared telemetry instruments. 
http://maritime-executive.com/article/european-agency-tests-drone-for-sox-detection-at-sea 
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Little Bird MD-500 helicopter Goes Unmanned 
A South Korean firm has developed an unmanned version of the MD-500 helicopter for patrol work 
(with or without weapons) in dangerous areas like the DMZ (Demilitarized Zone) border with North 
Korea. South Korea has 175 MD-500s but the first of these were delivered in the 1970s and all of them 
are getting old. So a UAV version could also be seen as a safety measure and a way to get some more life 
out of these machines. This was not a risky project because the South Koreans had the advantage of an 
ally (the United States) who did the same thing in 2005 when some MD-500s developed for duty in Iraq 
were equipped to operate as UAVs. South Korea bought some of this technology for their version.  
Back in in 2004 the American manufacturer of the MD-500 developed an unmanned version for the U.S. 
Army. This UAV helicopter was initially meant to serve as a communications satellite substitute. The UAV 
version, called the Unmanned Little Bird (ULB), can also carry half a ton of supplies to troops, or operate 
as a reconnaissance aircraft. The use of ULB for taking in supplies, and/or removing casualties, reduces 
the risk to pilots. You still need a crew, however, to operate the ULB remotely. The MD-530F model was 
used for the ULB conversion. The MD-500 series machines also serve in the military as the OH-6 (a two 
seat reconnaissance helicopter) and the MH-6 (a SOCOM bird that can carry six commandos on its skids.) 
The MD-530F is a 1.5 ton helicopter with a max cruising speed of 245 kilometers hour and a normal 
range of 600 kilometers. It is one of the more recent models in the very successful MD-500 line. Over 
5,000 of these helicopters have been manufactured for military and civilian use. The ULBs cost $5.5 
million each, and the army bought a few of them for further testing because after 2007 there was not 
much need for them in Iraq. The ULB can carry communications gear that operates like a 
communications satellite, enabling the army to get more satellite communications capability for less 
money. When operating like this, the ULB can stay in the air for eight hours at a time, at an altitude of 
15,000 feet. Eventually the ULB underwent firing tests with Hellfire missiles and other weapons. The ULB 
had vidcams on board and targeting systems that enabled it to locate targets below for other weapons. 
Without the satellite communications gear, the ULB can operate as an armed scout helicopter. The ULB 
can be used for high-risk missions that would be very dangerous, or even suicidal, for a human crew.  
http://www.strategypage.com/htmw/htairfo/articles/20151119.aspx 
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COMMENTARY: 
‘Surprising’ drone study shows how people really feel about drones  
It doesn’t matter what they look like -- people just don’t like drones. 
Which of these drones is ‘scarier’? The public says ‘it depends on the function, not the appearance.’ 
Looks don’t matter – at least, not if you’re talking about a drone. 
A study out of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas found that the design of a drone doesn’t actually 
impact people’s perceptions of drones. 
The study asked 647 people in the U.S. to rate their perception of drones that they saw in pictures, 
manipulated across four factors – color, propeller blades, legs and propeller safety guards. 
What the researchers found was “completely surprising.”  
“People’s perception is that a drone is a drone is a drone,” said Joel Lieberman, professor and chair of 
the UNLV criminal Justice Department and co-author on the study. “It doesn’t matter so much how it 
looks” -- which runs counter to a common design assumption that appearance can dramatically affect 
how consumers feel about a product. 
Lieberman got the idea for the study partially after watching the Audi commercial where hundreds of 
ominous black drones with eight blades descend upon a parking lot, a parody of Alfred Hitchcock’s “The 
Birds.” 
Study participants were asked to self-asses their moods when looking at drones of various colors (white, 
black and orange) or with various numbers of blades (four, six, or eight).  
Researchers went in with the assumption that a white drone with rounded edges, such as a DJI 
Phantom, would be received better than a drone with multiple blades and sharp, pointy legs. The wildly 
popular DJI drones are expected to exceed $1 billion in sales this year, but it may not be the drone’s 
approachable looks that are driving sales, the study indicates. 
The study found that people ranked their mood with the same score for each photo, whether the drone 
in the photo resembled a spindly, black spider or a soft, white cloud. 
More important than aesthetic to shaping drone acceptance is function, the study found. Participants 
were more inclined to rate their acceptance of drones higher or lower based on what type of function 
the drone had, rather than what it looked like. 
Matternet’s delivery drone was designed with simple user experience in mind. “We’re designing out the 
complexity. Design can help people connect with trust.” 
“As designers, we’re doing whatever we can to create safe passage to let this drone pass in the same 
way you would let a Red Cross van pass in an area of conflict,” he said. 
Despite his study’s findings, Lieberman said he believes design is important in indicating function – for 
example, coloring a drone red and white to indicate medical response as Matternet has, or giving a 
drone a yellow shade to indicate it is an emergency vehicle, or green to indicate it is an environment 
vehicle. 
Public support for aerial drone usage in different areas    
Area of Drone Use % Supporting Drone Use  
Search and Rescue operations in remote areas (finding missing/injured persons) 93%  
Climatic/Geological Mapping (testing snow/water/vegetation levels) 87%  
Military Operations (detection/tracking of military targets) 73%  
Traffic Monitoring on Major Highway Routes (reporting backups and delays during rush hour) 71%  
International Border Patrol 68%  
Journalists’ reporting of news events 56%  
Detecting criminal activity in open public places 48%  
Crowd monitoring at public events 43%  
Delivery services 42%  
 Source: UNLV National surveys conducted June 2014  
Making drones and drone delivery more palatable to the public is a key issue for drone makers today, 
and all of the businesses that rely on drones. 
“Right now there is a lot of resistance to package delivery because the public just doesn’t see the value 
in it,” Lieberman said. “But there is a lot of support for UAVs in search and rescue, agriculture use, 
geological issues.” 
As for drone makers, Lieberman said they should care less about what the drone looks like and more 
about what it does. 
“You can add safeguards such as extra blades without the concern that it will create a more menacing 
looking drone,” he said. “In terms of the trade off between function or safety vs. appearance, it’s not 
worth sacrificing the safety.” 
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/surprising-drone-study-shows-how-people-really-feel-
about-drones-2015-11-11?page=1 
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RPA’s are not alien, Air Force assures - Creech Air Force Base in Nevada 
The Air Force’s official blog posted a Top 10 list of myths about Remotely Piloted Aircraft that included a 
reassurance that RPA technology is not extraterrestrial in origin. 
“Myth: RPAs are made from alien technology and are flown from area 51. Fact: The U.S. Air Force 
actually has a long history of unmanned flight and we are still learning new and better ways to fly. We 
will continue to improve our methods of training, conducting operations and employing new weapon 
systems,” the blog post reads, adding that Creech Air Force Base in Nevada is the main site of RPA 
operations, with several other bases providing support. 
The list also debunks a few somewhat more common myths including that RPAs don’t require pilots, or 
that the pilots who do fly the craft are disconnected from the missions and treat it like a video game. 
“Our Airmen are trained to be the best pilots in the world, regardless of aircraft,” the blog post says. 
“Our fully qualified aircrews consistently exceed expectations for both flight safety and operational 
effectiveness. Like pilots in manned aircraft RPA pilots are required to meet the same qualifications. 
New RPA pilots undergo a very intense training program before they fly operational missions.” 
The post concludes with Gen. Hawk Carlisle, the leader of Air Combat Command, who says “despite 
being some of the newest weapon systems in the Air Force inventory, RPAs fulfill critical demands in 
every theater 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.” 
http://flightlines.airforcetimes.com/2015/11/12/rpas-are-not-alien-air-force-assures/ 
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Contracting for UAS Operators – Legal White Paper 
Numerous businesses today are choosing to outsource their drone operations to professional operators. 
This is one of the significant observations in a new white paper, “Contracting With and Between UAS 
Operators” published this week by Global Aerospace, an international aviation and aerospace insurance 
provider, and Dentons, an international law firm expert in Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). 
Increasingly, insurance providers and law firms are being asked the same questions, such as, how do I go 
about acquiring UAS services? 
The white paper offers a comprehensive review of significant questions companies should consider 
when contracting drone services and summarizes some of the legal issues that should be resolved by 
those interacting with and within the drone community. Chris Proudlove, senior vice president and 
manager of the Northeast Regional Office and UAS risks for Global Aerospace stated, “We receive 
inquiries every day from our clients and others around drone use. This paper tackles the key issues 
companies have raised around the safe, legal use of drones.” Mark Dombroff, partner at Dentons 
commented, “The explosive growth of the UAS industry makes it critical that providers and users of 
drone services focus on risk allocation and management. This white paper shines a spotlight on those 
areas.” 
Subjects covered in this paper include: 
◾How do you navigate the existing challenges of the regulatory environment? 
◾What are the top 10 things you should be asking a prospective drone service company? 
◾How can legally enforceable contracts help protect drone manufacturers, operators and users? 
The white paper is being made available free of charge, includes a sample Agreement for Drone Services 
contract, and can be downloaded here….. http://www.global-aero.com/contracting-with-and-between-
uas-operators/ 
For several years, Global Aerospace has provided insurance and expert guidance to UAS operators, from 
small independent operators to large, military-grade UAS. As aviation regulators around the world 
actively work to establish guidelines for the safe integration of UAS, Global Aerospace is at the forefront 
of insuring this new industry, helping manufacturers and operators understand how to improve safety, 
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Commentary: Science and Technology, a Lesson in Strategic Thinking 
Our nation faces a looming crisis — a dearth of intellectual capacity to understand or even anticipate the 
strategically relevant security implications of the ongoing science and technology (S&T) revolution. 
Therefore, we must improve our structures and processes to recruit and, then, develop tomorrow’s 
leaders of the joint force and the national security team. We then need to apply those insights to the art 
and science of preparing for and fighting war, and maintaining and enforcing the peace. 
While increasing the depth and breadth of S&T offerings at the senior professional military-education 
institutions (the professional military education’s war colleges) and their links to policy and strategy is 
important, the problem and its challenges are more comprehensive. We need to look at an integrated 
package of education and human-resource policies and approaches across a set of disciplines perhaps 
more appropriately focused on “strategic innovation.” 
Moreover, at all levels of military education, we need to develop an ever-unanimous “scientific 
competency,” with an array of integrated and reinforcing studies throughout the life of a student, which 
complement and build on each other. 
The specific national requirement is to recruit, develop and retain a cadre as part of the national security 
team who can think strategically about potentially “game-changing” disruptive technologies, and to 
employ that force as part of national strategy. These technologies are truly transformational, 
exponential force multipliers that would change the very way we think about war and peace. Possible 
examples include hypervelocity weapons, like the railgun, laser weapons and cognitive computing. 
All will need some knowledge of this potential, and a much smaller subset will need to know this world 
intimately. There is another important aspect of this educational effort: teaching future leaders to be 
able to focus on what S&T developments would best support the national security strategy. It is a two-
way street: Decision-makers need to be able to recognize emerging technologies that can alter 
strategies, while simultaneously advancing technologies that enable strategies. 
If, as some defense analysts have said, our military technology is inferior to that of other major powers 
in areas such as air and missile defense, long-range conventional strike, electronic warfare, cyber and 
indirect fires on land, then it behooves us to invest in the brain power to make smart, timely decisions in 
S&T. 
Are we losing our advantage in military technology because of diminished resources, because we make 
uninformed decisions about what technologies to invest in, or both? 
Known to some as the “third offset,” this initiative must include an aggressive effort to identify early and 
then mature individuals within the national security team who can think strategically, understand the 
intersections between and among technologies and policies, anticipate changes over the horizon, 
develop associated operating concepts for the future capabilities, and build and control the narrative 
that explains and garners support for this emerging reality. 
Without such a national commitment to invest in our future by overhauling our education and human-
resource systems, we will inevitably face the prospect of a nation unprepared for the next set of 
conflicts. Even worse, this new way of war may be “won” so quickly that we will not have the luxury of a 
mobilization phase. We must take steps now to address these shortfalls. 
http://www.defensenews.com/story/defense/commentary/2015/11/03/science-technology-
lesson-strategic-thinking/75091804/ 
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House Panel Explores Ethics Behind Using Unmanned Military Systems 
“Our young people are really concerned about the ethical and moral use” of unmanned systems in 
combat, the Navy’s first deputy assistant secretary for unmanned systems told a key House 
subcommittee Thursday. 
Frank Kelley, testifying before the House Armed Services Emerging Threats and Capabilities 
Subcommittee, said, “At the end of the day, it’s going to be the commander who is held responsible” for 
those systems’ operations. In his opening statement he stressed the need to create an ethical and legal 
framework for their use “to gain the trust” of the sailors and Marines who will operate them. 
He said the reason his position was created, along with the standing up of the office of unmanned 
warfare systems (N-99) in September, was to coordinate the Navy and Marine Corps work in those 
systems with each other and the other services. 
“Autonomy is not a solved problem,” and “we must understand the limits of autonomy.” But Kelley said 
he saw the systems “as force multipliers across the Fleet” that require rethinking the way the services 
fight. 
For the Navy, the technological challenges are great because such systems operate “in all domains 
simultaneously.” Kelley, a retired Marine Corps brigadier general with experience in electronic warfare 
and unmanned systems, specifically cited the difficulty in communications underwater and precision 
navigation as challenges. 
Like the other witnesses, Kelley said the Navy was looking at co-developing the systems with other 
communities quickly. “The most important thing is getting the requirements right.” He said that means a 
vigorous program of prototyping and experimentation at the science and technology level “and 
constantly going back to the warfighter” for input. 
To protect unmanned autonomous systems from being hacked, Kelley said the Navy “would lean heavily 
on the cyber side of the house” in the verification, validation and accreditation process for their 
integrity. 
While the armed forces operate in a dynamic environment in combat, there are lessons they can take 
from the civilian sector. Kelley mentioned his discussions with the head of the Association for 
Unmanned Vehicle Systems International in September, in which they shared “many of the same 
problems ... air-space issue, sense and avoidance.” 
He gave the subcommittee another example, this one from Afghanistan, in which a civilian logistical UAV 
operated and had the potential of delivering 6,000 pounds of cargo daily to remote operating bases. 
Kelley and his counterparts from the other services said the civilian sector needs the opportunity to 
participate in demonstrations and exercises. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS: 
TAAC Conference - 7 to 10 December 2015 - Santa Ana Pueblo, New Mexico 
7 to 10 December 2015 - Santa Ana Pueblo, New Mexico 
The UAS TAAC (Unmanned Aerial Systems Technical Analysis and Applications Center) venue has always 
succeeded in gathering the UAS organizations that matter. Last year, we had numerous government and 
industry leaders at TAAC who can and do discuss critical issues regarding UAS in a productive, value-
added environment. 
At TAAC 2015, we anticipate the same caliber of speakers and attendees from several federal agencies 
(DoD, NASA, DHS, NOAA, BLM, USGS), aviation user groups such as AOPA, AIA, as well as universities, 
and private industry. TAAC attracts a diverse group of professional attendees and offers timely, relevant 
topics, presented in both classified and open venues. 
While attending TAAC, you will have an excellent opportunity to network with UAS users, providers, and 
implementers. Our outstanding venue, the Hyatt Tamaya facilitates informal interaction with all of the 
participants during this three-day event.  Even in this modern electronic age, nothing can replace that 
person-to-person contact. 
http://taac.psl.nmsu.edu/ 
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